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Two replications of a half diallel cross experiment were per-

formed among four inbred lines of mosquitofish, Gambusia affinis.

These inbred lines originated from three random-bred stocks: OR,

TX and CD. The experiment was conducted as a completely randomized

design. Experimental material consisted of parental lines and F1

populations maintained under identical environment. Information

concerning fecundity, size of female and generation interval was ob-

tained from F
1

populations.

Estimates of gene action were determined by calculating

heterosis and by analyzing for general and specific combining

ability. In addition, phenotypic correlations among all the traits

were determined.

Significant differences among crosses were observed for gener-

ation interval (P<0.01) and for fecundity (P<0.05), while no sig-

nificant differences were detected for body size in females.

For fecundity, measurable positive heterotic effects and sig-

nificant differences in specific combining ability indicated that



the genes with non-additive effects played the main role in the ex-

pression of this trait.

For size of female, heterotic effects were small and negative,

and no significant differences in combining ability were observed.

Thus, in the inheritance of this character the main role may be

attributed to the additive components of variance.

Due to the highly significant general combining ability effects

and small heterosis values, the expression of generation interval

is greatly influenced by additive genetic effects.

Parental evaluation in terms of general and specific combining

ability values was considered for all traits studied. Strain ORK

was identified as a good combiner for all three traits except when

crossed with the related line, ORJ, or when inbred. Crossbreds

ORKxTXA and ORKxCDC excelled over the other hybrids with respect

to higher fecundity and shorter generation interval, but were of

smaller size at the time of reproduction.

Correlation coefficients indicated that the fecundity was high-

ly associated with size of female but was not associated with gener-

ation interval. The relationship between body size and generation

interval was also important. These findings would indicate that

smaller and younger fish in this study had lower fecundities than

larger and older fish.
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Evaluation of Combining Ability
in Mosquitofish

INTRODUCTION

Gambusia affinis is a small, sexually dimorphic, poeciliid

fish native to the Gulf Coast, lower Mississippi drainage, and

Atlantic seaboard of Mexico and the United States. Since 1905 it

has been introduced around the world for mosquito control, and

now inhabits freshwater and brackish areas in Europe, Asia, Africa,

South America and Oceania.

Both genetic and social factors have been implicated in the

control of age and size at maturity of male poeciliids, which stop

growing when they mature. The female is the heterogametic sex.

Fertilization is internal, accomplished after a relatively simple

courtship, and young are born alive after a gestation period of 16

to 80 days depending on temperature, season, and local adaptation.

Females can retain viable sperm in their ovaries for several months,

and at times carry two broods in different stages of development.

Fecundity increases with food intake and size of female, decreases

with age of female and time of year in a seasonal environment,

and may vary inversely with the size of previous broods.

Mosquitofish, besides being suitable for use in mosquito con-

trol, are also found to be a convenient and hardy research organ-

ism for laboratory work. They reproduce rapidly and continuously

under laboratory conditions. Furthermore, large numbers can be
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reared in a small space with a minimum of special handling. The

construction of genetically marked strains of mosquitofish suited

to the investigation of certain theoretical problems of modern

genetics is of considerable scientific interest. Mechanisms of

gene action and development, genetic polymorphism, the heritability

of selected traits, selection effectiveness, and inbreeding de-

pression and heterosis are all examples of general interest.

Moreover, improvement of the characteristics related to fish re-

production, such as fast-growing, early maturing and highly fecund

fish, would increase the efficiency of a mass production system

which would benefit mosquito control efforts.

For years humans have taken advantage of the variation that

occurs in populations of fish to select superior fish for breeding

purposes. Selection has been used as one of the chief tools for

improvement of fish stocks. Several types of information are re-

quired for designing efficient selection and breeding programs.

These include characteristics of the available breeds and their

crosses, the type of gene action involved in the expression of a

given trait, genetic and phenotypic relationships among the criti-

cal characters of fish, and the effects of environmental factors

on these characteristics and relationships. In the case of mos-

quitofish, most of the information has been limited to behavioral,

biological and physiological studies on reproductive characters.

Little quantitative genetic information has been available. The

project reported in this paper was designed to obtain genetic in-

formation needed for planning efficient mosquitofish selection,
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breeding and mass production systems.

The objectives of this study were: (1) to determine the type

of gene action involved in the control of fecundity, size of

female and generation interval in four inbred lines of mosquito-

fish; i.e., to estimate the role of non-additive genetic effects

expressed in all traits by the amount of heterosis, and to esti-

mate both the additive and non-additive gene actions by combining

ability analysis; (2) to determine the ability of each parental

line for its relative (superior or inferior) ability to produce

a high yield when in hybrid combination with another line; (3) to

determine the parental contribution to the performance of the re-

sulting progeny in terms of general combining ability effects; (4)

to determine the performance of a particular hybrid combination

with regard to specific combining ability effects and consequently

identify those parents which are most likely to be good combiners

for further crosses; and (5) to obtain simple phenotypic correla-

tions among all the traits that were measured.
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REVIEW OF LITERATURE

Quantitative Genetic Aspects: Selection

The foremost objective of the animal breeder is the production

of superior animals. Breeders have taken advantage of the varia-

tion that occurs in populations of animals to select for high

yielding capacity. Modern animal breeders still use mass selection

as the chief tool for improvement, but inbreeding and crossbreeding

have also been used to varying degrees as a tool in the development

of selected lines that will transmit superior performing ability

to future generations.

Mass selection means breeding from the 'best' individuals,

whatever 'best' may be. Selection is recognized as an important

force in the alteration of a phenotypic trait that is influenced by

a multiplicity of genes. Selection progress, however, is often

slow and disappointing, especially when the number of genes con-

trolling the trait of interest is quite large. Generally, a trait

with high variability and a large number of involved genes under

moderate selection can probably be altered within a relatively

wider range than one that has moderate genetic variability and is

related to the reproductive fitness of an individual. There are

really two major ways by which the genetic characteristics of a

population can be changed. The first is by artificial selection

among the adults of the parent generation; the second is by natural

differences of fertility among the adults of the parent generation
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and of viability among the individuals of the offspring generation.

Artificial selection as carried out in fish breeding differs

from natural selection chiefly in a great reduction in time-scale,

and in a more precise control over the factors which govern hybrid-

ization and selection. Changes in the genetic structure of popula-

tions are determined by the existing pattern of genetic diversity,

by the breeding system used, and in the nature and intensity of the

selection pressures that are applied. It is through the understand-

ing of these controlling factors that genetics makes its greatest

contribution to fish breeding.

The simplest and perhaps most efficient and practical approach

for fish selection is individual or mass selection (Kirpichnikov,

1981; Hershberger and Iwamoto, 1976). Here, selected parents are

chosen solely on the basis of their individual performance. The

breeder either culls a certain fraction of the population or saves

individuals above a cutoff point. Mass selection is obviously very

easily performed. To be effective, however, the trait selected

for must have relatively high proportion of additive genetic

variation.

In contrast to mass selection, selection for relatives does,

to a large extent, involve selection for genotypes. The positive

characteristics of individuals chosen for subsequent reproduction

are determined from an analysis of their close relatives. The most

applicable form of such selection used in fish breeding for species

spawning more than once per generation is progeny testing

(Kirpichnikov, 1981; Hershberger and Iwamoto, 1976). This type of
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selection is also widely applied in plant and animal breeding.

Progeny testing means taking the performance of offspring as

the criterion for selection among the parents. The mean value of

an individual's offspring is in fact the operational definition of

breeding value. Breeding value is therefore a property of the indi-

vidual and the population from which its mates are drawn, and can

be measured using various methods.

The breeding value is sometimes referred to as the 'additive

genotype,' and variation in breeding value ascribed to the 'addi-

tive effects' of genes (Falconer, 1960). The additive variance,

which is the variance of breeding value, is the chief cause of

resemblance between relatives and is therefore the chief deter-

minant of the observable genetic properties of the population and

its response to selection. Moreover, it is the only component

that can be readily estimated from observations made on the

population.

Most commercially important plant and animal characteristics

are quantitative rather than qualitative, and are controlled by

many genes with each gene having a small but still significant role

in the ultimate expression of the trait. Such traits display con-

tinuous variation. Quantitative or metric attributes include all

phenotypic characters which are measurable and are approximately

normally distributed in populations. For any metric character,

the phenotypic value of an individual is divided into components

attributed to the influence of genotype and environment. The geno-

type is the particular assemblage of genes possessed by the
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individual, and the environment is all the non-genetic circumstances

that influence the phenotypic value. The genotypic value can be

further divided into additive and non-additive components. This

partitioning takes us far toward an understanding of the genetic

properties of a population, and in particular it reveals the cause

of resemblance between relatives.

It should be noted that the foundation of mass selection rests

mainly on the additive variation. The higher its fraction, the

more successful the selection. If the proportion of the additive

variance is very low, the selection for relatives is preferred as

compared to mass selection; this is due to the fact that the frac-

tion of the additive variance of the group means is always higher

than that of individual differences. In practice, however, progeny

testing suffers from the serious drawback of a much-lengthened

generation interval, because the selection of the parents cannot

be carried out until the offspring have been measured. A slowing

down of the selection rate is usually undesirable.

The effectiveness of each method of selection recorded by

various workers has been somewhat conflicting depending upon the

species used and the characters selected for. In the selection of

the Atlantic salmon, it has been recorded by Gjedrem (1975) that

mass selection should be limited solely to those traits associated

with growth; the use of selection for relatives was considered to

be advantageous for such traits as the resistance of the fish to

environmental factors and diseases, the time to maturity, and ex-

terior features. To the contrary, Kirpichnikov (1981) suggested
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that mass selection is most justified for morphological traits;

the improvement of growth indices requires selection for relatives,

although it should be admitted that mass selection can be useful

as well.

Heterosis

In attempting to change the genetic constitution of a popula-

tion, either inbreeding or crossbreeding can be used in addition to

mass selection. Inbreeding may tend to reduce the mean level of

characters closely connected with fitness, and to lead in conse-

quence to loss of general vigor and fertility. The reduced vigor

and fertility of inbred lines can be restored on outcrossing, and

in certain circumstances this hybrid vigor can be used of as a means

of improvement.

The restoration of vigor and fertility to at least (or beyond)

the original level by crossing inbreds is called hybrid vigor or

'heterosis'. The usual practical definition of heterosis is that

the phenotypic value of progeny exceeds the mid-parent mean. There

is abundant evidence for the existence of heterotic effects in

hybrids. From a genetic standpoint, the parents with the best

proportion of additive, dominant or complementary epistatic genes

will produce the best F1 hybrids. The degree to which heterosis is

expressed will depend upon (a) the presence of favorable dominant

and epistatic genes within the parents, (b) the transmission of

these genes from the parent to the offspring, and (c) the environ-

ment in which the hybrids are grown. Thus, the particular genetic
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attributes of the parents have much influence on the performance

of the hybrid.

It should be pointed out that heterosis appears to depend on

two main complementary non-additive genetic mechanisms: the com-

bination of useful dominant genes accumulated by both crossed forms

in hybrids (the hypothesis of dominance) and the increase in hybrids

of the total level of heterozygosity (the hypothesis of overdomi-

nance). Heterosis in natural populations is generally manifest as

a rise in the fitness of hybrids, and in the elevation of their adap-

tive value. Heterosis of this kind is typical of many intraspecific

and certain interspecific crosses and it is expressed predominantly

as an advantage in the survival of heterozygotes. Frequently,

hybrids of breeds or strains are typically large, and heterosis

in this case appears to be due mainly to the overall action of the

dominant genes and the neutralization of the inbreeding depression

due to homozygosity with respect to harmful recessive traits. In

fish breeding, heterosis of either type is frequently encountered

(Kirpichnikov, 1981).

In conclusion, heterosis is based mainly on non-additive gene

action. It is therefore dependent on the environment and with the

genetic diversity of the parents. The closer the relationship of

the parents, the lower the values of heterosis in their progeny.

Combining Ability

When inbred lines are to be crossed, it is necessary to test

the lines to evaluate how well they combine with other lines. The
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ability of an inbred line to transmit desirable genes to its hybrid

progenies may be referred to as the combining ability of that line.

In the last several years the concept of combining ability has be-

come increasingly important in plant and animal breeding. It is

useful to compare the performances of lines in hybrid combination.

The combining ability of an inbred line depends not only on its own

combining ability but also on the combining ability of the genotype

with which it is crossed. There are two types of combining ability.

They were originally defined by Sprague and Tatum (1942) as: (1)

general combining ability, which refers to the average performance

of a particular inbred in a series of hybrid combinations; and (2)

specific combining ability, which refers to the ability of inbred

lines to combine relatively better or worse than would be expected

on the basis of the average performance of the lines involved.

Those characters that respond primarily to general combining

ability effects are due primarily to additive gene action, while

those that respond to the effects of specific combining ability may

be thought of as due to a gross gene system that deviates from the

additive model, i.e., non-additive gene action.

One of the methods by which general and specific combining

abilities and heterotic effects of lines can be determined is by

the use of a diallel crossing system. Originally the diallel mating

was proposed as a method of progeny testing by Johs Schmidt (1919).

This mating system has proved to be of considerable value to plant

and animal breeders in making decisions concerning the type of

breeding system to use and in selecting breeding materials that
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show the greatest promise for success. It has also been used

successfully by quantitative geneticists attempting to gain a

better understanding of the nature of gene action involved in de-

termining quantitative traits which are of importance in agricul-

ture as well as in evolution.

Much has been written on the theory and analysis of the dial-

lel cross by Hayman (1954a, b; 1957; 1958; 1960), Griffing (1956),

Kempthorne (1956) and others. In fish breeding, diallel crosses

have been reported by various workers, including Brody et al. (1980)

on carp, Friars et al. (1979) and Gjerde (1981) on Atlantic salmon.

Diallel crosses have been used primarily to partition the

genetic effects into additive and non - additive components when

parents are either random individuals or inbred lines from a ran-

dom-mating population in linkage equilibrium, and to estimate gener-

al and specific combining ability effects from crosses of fixed

lines. These provide information concerning the likelihood of

success in selection for the various traits and the role of non-

additive genetic interactions in the expression of heterosis.

A diallel crossing system consists of a set of p inbred lines

and their crosses. This procedure gives rise to a maximum of p
2

combinations. Data from such combinations can be most conveniently

set out in a pxp table in which xii represents the mean value for

the ith inbred, x
ij

the mean value of the F
1

resulting from cross-

ing the ith and jth inbred, and xji represents its reciprocal.

Thus, the p
2
combinations can be divided into three groups: (1)

the p parental lines themselves, (2) one set of ip(p-1) Fi's, and
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(3) the set of ip(p-1) reciprocal Fi's (Griffing, 1956). Statisti-

cal methods and the genetic theory underlying the analysis of data

from diallel mating schemes have been presented by Dickinson and

Jinks (1956), Gilbert and Jinks (1964), Griffing (1956), Hayman

(1954a, b; 1957; 1958; 1960), Henderson (1952), Kempthorne (1956)

and Yates (1947).

Correlation

In addition to understanding of the type of gene action in-

volved in the expression of the different traits under selection,

it is also essential to know the associations existing among these

traits because the correlations will determine the rate of overall

progress of selection for several traits at once. For example, if

age at maturity and fecundity have a negative correlation, then

selection to increase fecundity in earlier-maturing organisms

should be successful; if the correlation is positive, then any

progress made in one trait will be at the expense of any progress

that might be achieved in the other.

The relationship between a metric character and fitness is

the primary agent that determines the genetic properties of that

character in a natural population. Many metric characters are more

strongly correlated with fitness than others. They represent the

main components of the fitness of an individual, such as fertility

and viability. The frequency distribution of individual fitness

in a population is an indication of a population's potential

ability to exploit an environment.
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Fitness, as defined by Falconer (1960), is the character for

which natural selection selects. The fitness of an individual is

the contribution of genes that it makes to the next generation, or

the number of its progeny represented in the next generation, or

the final outcome of all its developmental and physiological pro-

cesses. If the differences of fitness are in any way associated

with the presence or absence of a particular gene in the individual's

genotype, then selection operates on that gene. The fitness of a

genotype with respect to any particular locus is not necessarily

the same in all individuals. It depends on the individual's environ-

ment and also on the genotype with respect to genes at other loci.

All the genetic variance of a major component of fitness is

primarily non-additive, i.e., variance due to dominance and epis-

tatic interactions (Falconer, 1960). Now, if selection or cross-

breeding is applied to any metric character, it always results in a

change of fitness unless the character is controlled entirely by

genes with no effects on fitness. The change of fitness depends to

a degree on the nature of gene action. For the characters that are

major components of fitness, selection causes fitness to be modi-

fied in an unpredictable way.

Fecundity--defined as the number of offspring which reach

maturity to insure maintenance of the population--is one of the life-

history traits that are the major components of fitness of an indi-

vidual, and therefore depends mainly on genes with non-additive

action (Falconer, 1960). In mosquitofish, fecundity of females

depends on: (1) number of broods liberated during a season; (2)
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size of the mother fish; (3) the age of females at the time of re-

production for each brood; and (4) the locality in which the mother

fish lives (Krumholz, 1948).

Body size is a character that itself has very little effect on

fitness, but appears to have some correlations with other characters

that do affect fitness (Falconer, 1960). Thus, it shows little or

no dominance or interaction. In general, the average brood size in

mosquitofish increases with the length of the mother fish (Krumholz,

1948).

The number of offspring available for selection depends not only

on the parents' reproductive rate but also, in many organisms, on the

interval of time between generations. Generation interval is there-

fore an important factor in reckoning the response to selection. In

reckoning the generation interval under any scheme of selection, dis-

tinction must be made between discrete and overlapping generations.

When generations are discrete, the generation interval is the inter-

val between the matings made in successive generations. When genera-

tions overlap, the generation interval can be calculated as the aver-

age age of the parents at the birth of their selected offspring.

This character may influence fitness indirectly but is correlated

with some of the components of fitness and also typically shows no

dominance or interaction (Falconer, 1960). Relationships between

fecundity, size of female and generation interval do exist (Krumholz,

1948). The rate of increase in the size of the brood is not con-

stant with the rate of increase in body size of the mother fish but

rather decreases as the age of the mother increases.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS

A diallel mating system involving four inbred lines of mos-

quitofish, Gambusia affinis, was initiated at the Marine Science

Center, Newport, Oregon in 1982. The details on the experimental

animals and procedures are as follows.

The four parental lines used in diallel crosses were inbred

lines originating from three geographic stocks collected from three

locations in the United States: Oregon, Texas and California. The

lines were referred to as OR, TX and CD, respectively.

The wild-caught fish from each stock were initially maintained

in aquaria at 82°-85°F on a diet of TetraMin flake food (Tetra

Werke, German Federal Republic). As gravid females appeared, they

were isolated in breeding traps in separate aquaria to give birth.

Broods were collected from each female in each stock. Each full-

sib family originating from each female in the OR stock was desig-

nated ORA, ORB, ..., etc. Similarly, TXA, TXB, ..., etc. came from

different females in TX stock, and CDA, CDB, ..., etc. came from

different females in CD stock. Family size ranged from 7 to 30.

Each family was initially maintained in a rectangular 6"x12"x9"

glass aquarium containing 5 liters of dechlorinated water adjusted

to 1 ppt. salinity by addition of filtered, U.V. irradiated sea

water and with artificial aeration in an 82°-85°F constant tempera-

ture room. Eight 40-watt fluorescent lights provided 14-hour illumi-

nation. The fish were fed excess daily rations of TetraMin flakes

with brine shrimp supplementation. Water in the aquaria was
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changed every other day.

As soon as males could be identified (by development of the

elongated anal fin) they were separated from the females. This pro-

cedure permitted isolation of a large group of virgin females. Four

full-sib families were chosen from three stocks; one each from TX

and CD stocks and two from OR stock, to represent the parental gener-

ation of each line. These four parental lines were ORK, ORJ, TXA

and CDC. For the purpose of analysis, they were designated line 1,

2, 3 and 4, respectively.

Males and virgin females in each line were chosen at random to

be mated in a diallel cross experiment. The breeding scheme was

conducted in the following breeding arrangement:

Line of Male

Line of Female

1 2 3 4

1 lx1 1x2 1x3 1x4

2 2x2 2x3 2x4

3 3x3 3x4

4 4x4

With two replications, a total of twenty F1's groups was included

in the analysis.

About 21 days after mating, the gravid females were isolated

in breeding traps to give birth. All F1 families resulting from

crossing were reared with the same procedures as their parents until

they reached maturity and mated among themselves. Three gravid
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females from each F
1
family were subsampled from all offspring and

measurements recorded for the following three traits: fecundity,

size of female and generation interval.

Fecundity was determined by checking all aquaria containing

mated females daily for newborn fish starting 21 days after mating.

The number and the age of parent fish were recorded, and the mother

fish removed.

Size of female was measured one day after parturition. All the

measurements were done without anesthetizing the fish. After putting

the specimen in a petri dish placed on a millimeter paper, the

standard length (measured from the nose-tip to the spinal end ex-

cluding the caudal fin) was estimated to the nearest 0.1 mm on the

enlarged scale as viewed under a magnifying glass.

The generation interval was determined by the interval in days

between the average of the parents' and their offspring's birth dates.

Analysis

Data for fecundity, size of female and generation interval were

first analyzed by the completely randomized design which consisted

of two replications with 3 gravid females in each F1 Group. The

total variation was partitioned into variances of the crosses,

replications and crosses x replications. A fixed model was assumed

in this analysis because the parents were a selected sample. Appro-

priate error terms were used to test differences due to each source

of variation mentioned above. The following mathematical model was

used for the analysis (Griffing, 1956)(this model is summarized
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in Table 1):

j
xi 1.1 + c.. + rk + (cr).. + ekl

ij k ijk i jkl'

Where, xijki is the performance of the lth individual in the

kth replication from the ijth genotype.

11 is the population effect.

cij is the effect for the ijth genotype.

r
k

is the kth replication effect.

(cr)ijk is the interaction between the ijth genotype

and the kth replication.

eijkl
is the environmental effect peculiar to the

ijklth individual.

Mean values for the parental performances for each trait were

compared using Duncan Multiple Range Test (DMRT) at the five percent

level.

To evaluate gene action, heterosis values were calculated for

each cross. Heterosis was expressed as the percent advantage of the

appropriate linecross means to the mid-parent means. Standard

errors of the differences between the cross and mid-parent means

were computed and evaluated using t-tests.

Heterosis for fecundity, size of female and generation interval

was determined by comparing the means of a particular linecross with

the appropriate mid-parent mean. The difference was obtained and

the cross advantage, expressed in percent (heterosis) was calculated

by dividing the difference between the two means by the mid-parent



TABLE 1. Theoretical model used for partitioning the variance components from completely random-
ized design'

Source of Variation d.f. Mean Squares
Expected Mean Squares

(Fixed Model)2

Crosses

Replications

Crosses x Replications

Error

Total

a-1

r-1

(a-1)(r-1)

ar(c-1)

arc-1

M
c

M
r

M
rc

M
e

2
a
e

+ rc

6e

2
+ ac

+ ca
e

2

02
e

(10(c)

cp(r)

()

1

(rc)

1
Griffing, 1956.

2
a = Number of genotypes (crosses) = p(p+1)/2.

p = Number of parents.

r = Number of replications.

c = Number of observations for each of the ar groups.

(1)(c) = 1/(a-1) 2:

i 1

cp(r) = 1/(r-1) E rk
k

(rc) = 1/(a-1)(r-1) E E E(rc).2iik

ij k
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mean. The significance of the amount of heterosis exhibited was

determined by using the t-test on the difference between the line-

cross and inbred means.

Effects of general combining ability (GCA) and specific combin-

ing ability (SCA) were tested for each trait using Griffing's (1956)

model for diallel analysis. Because the parents and the F1 perform-

ances were included in the matrix, method 2 of Griffing's model was

used. Also a fixed model was followed because parents represented

a selected population about which inference could be made. Specific

contributions of the parents due to GCA and SCA effects were also

computed for each trait (Griffing, 1956). Moreover, components

of variance due to GCA and SCA were partitioned for each trait ac-

cording to the same model. Ratio of GCA effects to SCA effects

(GCA/SCA) were computed to compare the relative magnitude of these

effects. The mathematical model for the combining ability is sum-

marized in Table 2. This model was assumed to be:

x
ij

= + g. + gj + sij + E eij
rc kl

1=1,...,c.

Where, 11 is the population mean.

gi(gj) is the GCA effect.

sij is the SCA effect such that sij = sji.

eijkl
is the effect peculiar to the ijklth observation.



TABLE 2. Model used for partitioning variance components for GCA and SCA from combining ability
analysis'

Source of Variation d.f. Mean Squares
Expected Mean Squares

(Fixed Model)2

General Combining Ability p-1

Specific Combining Ability p(p-1)/2

Error ar(c-1)

a2 + (p+2)(
1

) E g.
p1

2

M
s

e2 + 2 /p(p-l) E E s.2 .

ij 1J

2mi3 a
e

1
Griffing, 1956.

2
p = Number of parents.

a = Number of genotypes = p(p+1)/2.

r = Number of replications.

c = Number of observations for each of the ar groups.

3
Me = M

e
/rc (Griffing, 1956).



The following restrictions were imposed,

and

Eg, =0
i

Es
ij

+ sii = 0 (for each i).
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All possible simple phenotypic correlations were calculated

from the raw data for all the traits.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The inbreds and crossbreds resulting from a diallel cross were

maintained under identical environmental conditions. Details on

all observations for fecundity, size of female and generation inter-

val are given in the Appendix (Appendix Tables 1, 2, and 3,

respectively).

The parental mean performances for each trait are shown in

Table 3. Means for fecundity and size of female did not differ sig-

nificantly across parental lines. ORK had the shortest generation

interval and differed significantly from the other three parents.

Analysis of Variance

Analyses of variance for all traits studied are summarized in

Table 4. Coefficients of variation for each trait are also pre-

sented in the Table 4.

Significant differences among crosses were observed for genera-

tion interval (P< 0.01) and for fecundity (P< 0.05). No significant

differences were detected for body size in female.

Replications and Crosses x Replications were not significant

sources of variance on any of the traits studied (Table 4).

The coefficient of variation was rather high for fecundity

(Table 4) as compared to those for the other two traits. The co-

efficients are 42.83, 7.68 and 11.09 percent for fecundity, size

of female and generation interval, respectively. These observations



TABLE 3. Parental mean performances for fecundity, size of female and generation interval.

Parents

Fecundity Size of Female Generation Interval

Means DMRT* Means(mm) DMRT* Means(days) DMRT*

ORK 8.8 A 26.4 A 173.0 B

ORJ 9.0 A 27.8 A 233.8 A

TXA 9.3 A 26.1 A 237.7 A

CDC 8.3 A 26.3 A 218.2 A

*
DMRT = Duncan multiple range test, means followed by a different upper case letter

differ significantly at the five percent level.



TABLE 4. Summary of the observed mean squares from analyses of variance for fecundity, size of
female and generation interval.

Source of Variation d.f. Fecundity Size of Female Generation Interval

Crosses 9 36.461111* 4.354148 2681.555956**

Replications 1 0.416666 1.013996 85.2036

Crosses x Replications 9 22.046296 6.896963 458.759778

Error 40 14.725 4.113333 544.791675

Total 59

Coefficients of Variation (%) 42.83 7.68 11.09

*
P< 0.05.

**
P <0.01.
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are in agreement with the reports in the literature on coefficients

of variation, which are usually much higher for fish than for most

species of domestic mammals (Gjedrem, 1975). Despite the high C.V.

value, significant differences among crosses were found for fecun-

dity. For size of female, all the measurements were done without

anesthetizing the fish and estimated from the enlarged scale.

Therefore, sampling errors in measurement contributes to lack of

significance for size of female.

These analyses of variance indicated that (1) genetic variabili-

ty exists among crosses; and (2) an analysis of the gene action

within groups of genotypes by combining ability analysis would be

valid.

Gene Action

The effectiveness of selection must be based on a sound evalu-

ation of the type of gene action involved in the expression of a

trait. Because non-additive gene action will be lost in later

generations, breeders can be misled when selecting during early

generations for traits governed largely by non-additive gene action.

Nonetheless, for traits responding mainly to additive gene action,

that portion of gene action which is fixed throughout segregating

generations, reliable predictions on early generation performance

can be made.

However, traits exhibiting additive gene actions do not provide

the opportunity to exploit heterosis because heterosis appears to

depend for its occurrence on dominance or non-additive genetic
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effects. Genes without dominance (additive genes) cause no

heterosis.

Combining ability analysis allows the partitioning of the

genetic effects into additive and non-additive components. This

provides information concerning the likelihood of success in selec-

tion for the various traits and the role of non-additive genetic

effects in the expression of heterosis.

The amount of heterosis exhibited for the various traits is pre-

sented in Tables 5-7. Generally the heterotic effects were small

and nonsignificant for size of female and generation interval. All

six linecross groups were on the average smaller at the time of re-

production than the inbreds, whereas the 1x4 and 2x4 crosses ex-

hibited a slight advantage over the inbreds (Table 6). The line-

crosses also had shorter generation intervals than the inbreds ex-

cept the lx4 cross (Table 7). For fecundity, measurable amounts

of heterosis were found but only the linecross lx4 exhibited sig-

nificant advantage over the corresponding inbreds (Table 5).

In the present study the inbreds were actually superior or

equal to the linecrosses for body size in female. It would appear

that no homogametic heterosis occurs in this trait. This lack of

heterosis indicates there is a lack of genetic diversity among the

lines.

Because heterosis provides an estimate of the amounts of non-

additive gene action, the three traits can be ranked in order of

magnitude of non-additive genetic effects as follows: fecundity,

size of female and generation interval. Non-additive gene action



TABLE 5. Heterosis of linecrosses for fecundity.

Line Mean
Units

Mid-parent
Units

Difference
Units

Cross Advantage

Sire Dam

1 1 8.8

2 2 9.0 - -

3 3 9.3

4 4 8.3

1 2 5.0 8.9 -3.9 -43.82

1 3 11.8 9.05 2.75 30.39

1 4 13.8 8.55 5.25* 61.40

2 3 8.3 9.15 -0.85 -9.29

2 4 8.8 8.65 0.15 1.73

3 4 6.5 8.8 -2.3 -26.14

Averages 9.03 8.85 0.18 2.03

*
P < 0.05.



TABLE 6. Heterosis of linecrosses for size of female.

Line Mean
mm

Mid-parent
mm

Difference
mm

Cross Advantage
Sire Dam

1 1 26.4

2 2 27.8

3 3 26.1

4 4 26.3

1 2 26.0 27.1 -1.1 -4.06

1 3 25.6 26.25 -0.65 -2.48

1 4 26.4 26.35 0.05 0.19

2 3 26.4 26.95 -0.55 -2.04

2 4 27.8 27.05 0.75 2.77

3 4 25.1 26.2 -1.1 -4.2

Averages 26.22 26.65 -0.43 -1.61



TABLE 7. Heterosis of linecrosses for generation interval.

Line Mean
Days

Mid-parent
Days

Difference
Days

Cross Advantage

Sire Dam

1 1 173.0

2 2 233.8

3 3 237.7

4 4 218.2

1 2 197.7 203.4 -5.7 -2.80

1 3 184.3 205.35 -21.05 -10.25

1 4 201.7 195.6 6.1 3.12

2 3 227.4 235.75 -8.35 -3.54

2 4 217.5 226.0 -8.5 -3.76

3 4 214.0 227.95 -13.95 -6.12

Averages 207.1 215.67 -8.57 -3.97



TABLE 8. Summary of the observed mean squares from combining ability analyses for fecundity, size
of female and generation interval.

Source of Variation d.f. Fecundity Size of Female Generation Interval

General Combining Ability 3 1.923333 1.28722 1170.189433**

Specific Combining Ability 6 8.082333* 0.441223 85.378777

Error 40 2.454167 0.685555 90.798612

GCA/SCA 0.24 2.92 13.71

1/3 E g.
2

i

-0.088472 0.100277 179.898470

1/6 E E s44 5.628166 -0.244332 -5.419835

82 2.454167 0.685555 90.798612

*
P <0.05.

**
P < 0.01.
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13 times higher than non-additive components.

The nonsignificant GCA effects for fecundity means that the

ability of a line to combine with all other lines is similar for

all the lines included in the experiment. There would be little

or no opportunity for exploiting additive processes associated with

this trait with the group of parents used in this experiment. The

SCA effects, although significant only on the level of 5 percent,

were about 4 times higher than the GCA effects (Table 8). Thus,

it may be concluded that the main role in the inheritance of fecun-

dity can be attributed to the non-additive components of variance.

This would be consistent with the knowledge that in life-history

traits such as fertility and fecundity, that represent the major

components of individual fitness, additive genetic variation accounts

for only a small portion of the total phenotypic variation (Falconer,

1960).

The lack of significance for both GCA and SCA effects for size

of female would indicate that little diversity occurred between the

lines, or that the four inbred lines of mosquitofish in this study

were genetically very similar with respect to body size'in females.

The ratios GCA/SCA would imply that additive gene action is more in-

volved in the expression of this trait than non-additive genetic

effects. The results agree with earlier findings, for example,

Falconer (1960), Ryman (1972), and Busack and Gall (1983) that

additive gene action tends to be important in the expression of

this trait, and the magnitude of this component of variance is

possible to detect by removing environmental variation.
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To measure the relative amounts of each type of gene action

involved in each trait, components of variance for GCA and SCA

were calculated (Table 8). General combining ability variance for

generation interval was higher than for the other traits indicating

substantial genetic variability in this trait. GCA variance was

much higher than SCA variance confirming that additive gene action

contributed strongly in the expression of this trait.

For size of female, GCA variance was higher than SCA variance

indicating that additive genetic effects were involved in control-

ling this trait (Table 8).

For fecundity, GCA variance was low and nonsignificant (Table

8); the low GCA/SCA ratio observed indicates small amounts of addi-

tive gene action for this trait.

Parental Evaluation

The success of selection also depends largely on the knowledge

of the contribution of each parent to the resulting progeny. Such

knowledge would indicate which lines are good combiners for a given

trait, thereby identifying good parental combinations to be used

for breeding improvement.

The means for all three traits studied are shown in Table 9.

The means are arranged according to the particular linecross or

inbred group. A total of 60 observations were used in each case

to determine the mean.

The overall average fecundity was 8.96. Inbred line 4 had

the lowest fecundity followed by line 1 while line 2 and line 3



TABLE 9. Observed means of inbred and linecross progeny produced by diallel mating.

Line Fecundity
unit

Size of Female
mm

Generation Interval
daysSire Dam

1 1 8.8 26.4 173.0

1 2 5.0 26.0 197.7

1 3 11.8 25.6 184.3

1 4 13.8 26.4 201.7

2 2 9.0 27.8 233.8

2 3 8.3 26.4 227.4

2 4 8.8 27.8 217.5

3 3 9.3 26.1 237.7

3 4 6.5 25.1 214.0

4 4 8.3 26.3 218.2

Overall mean 8.96 26.39 210.53
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were well above the overall mean. The lx4 cross showed an advantage

over all other inbreds and linecrosses whereas the lx2 cross had the

lowest fecundity.

The overall mean for size of female was 26.39 mm. Line 3 and

line 4 were below the overall average while line 1 was nearly equal

to the overall mean, and line 2 was well above the overall average.

The linecross 3x4 was lowest in size of female indicating that line 3

and line 4 were not only low in body size when inbred but also were

ineffective combiners when crossed together. Crosses involving

line 2 (except the linecross lx2) were above the overall average

with linecross 2x4 having the largest size.

The overall mean for generation interval was 210.53 days. In-

bred line 1 was the lowest in generation interval while lines 4, 2

and 3 compared favorably with the linecrosses. All linecrosses in-

volving line 1 were below the overall mean with linecross lx3 having

the shortest generation interval.

When GCA effects for each parent were calculated for fecundity

(Table 10) line 1 had the largest GCA effects followed by line 4 and

line 3 while line 2 had the negative GCA effects. The best values

of SCA for fecundity were shown by the crosses lx4 and 1x3 (Table

11). Line 1 and line 4 were better combiners for increased brood

size than line 1 and line 3. However, line 1 was a poor combiner

when crossed with line 2 or when inbred.

For size of female, line 2 had the highest value of the GCA

effects (Table 12). The other three lines had negative GCA effects

with line 4 having the lowest value. The highest SCA value was
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TABLE 10. Estimates of general combining ability effects for
fecundity.

Parents GCA Rank

1 0.566667 1

2 -0.783333 4

3 0.066667 3

4 0.15 2

TABLE 11. Estimates of specific combining ability constants for

fecundity.

Parents 1 2 3 4

1

2

3

-1.293334 -3.743334

1.606666

2.206666

0.056666

0.206666

4.123333

0.473333

-2.676667

-0.96
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obtained for the cross 2x4 (Table 13). The crosses 1x2 and 3x4 had

the lowest SCA effects.

When generation interval was considered, line 1 was found to

have the lowest GCA effects followed by line 3 and line 4 which had

equal values (Table 14). All linecrosses had negative values of

GCA effects except linecross lx4 (Table 15). The lowest value of

the SCA effects was shown by the cross lx3.

A parent possessing good general combining ability may not ex-

hibit good specific combining ability. The data indicate that the

best SCA is sometimes obtained in crosses between parents with good

and bad GCA effects. In our case, this was found for size of female

in the cross 2x4 (Tables 12-13).

Correlation Coefficients among Fecundity,
Size of Female and Generation Interval

In addition to determining if there are combining ability dif-

ferences and heterotic effects among linecross fish, it would also

be important to know what the relationship is between various traits.

If one trait is highly correlated with another, then an increase in

one automatically results in an increase in the other one. The

genetic association between traits is important to know because

this will have a marked effect on the program that the fish breeder

will employ to maximize his selection progress.

The simple phenotypic correlation coefficients among the

various traits are presented in Table 16. Fecundity was positively

correlated with size of female. A positive relationship was also
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TABLE 12. Estimates of general combining ability effects for
size of female.

Parents GCA Rank

1 -0.191667 2

2 0.641667 1

3 -0.441667 3

4 -8.33E-3 4

TABLE 13. Estimates of specific combining ability constants for
size of female.

Parents 1 2 3 4

1

2

3

4

0.393333 -0.84

0.126666

-0.156667

-0.19

0.593333

0.21

0.776666

-0.84

-0.073334
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TABLE 14. Estimates of general combining ability effects for
generation interval.

Parents GCA Rank

1 -20.491667 4

2 9.591667 1

3 8.075 2

4 8.075 2

TABLE 15. Estimates of specific combining ability constants for
generation interval.

Parents 1 2 3 4

1

2

3

4

3.453333 -1.93

4.086666

-13.813334

-0.796667

11.02

8.836666

-5.446667

-7.43

2.02
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TABLE 16. Correlation coefficients involving performances of
mosquitofish in this study (N=60).

Traits Size of Female Generation Interval

Fecundity

Size of female

0.33** 0.17

**
0.67

*
P <0.05.

**
P <0.01.
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found between fecundity and generation interval but the magnitude

was not significant. The highly significant relationship between

fecundity and body size in females agrees with the findings of

Kuntz (1913) and Krumholz (1948) in which the size of the mother

fish was found to have a rather large effect on fecundity. Because

only size of the first brood was considered, the small magnitude

of the correlation between fecundity and generation interval

would be consistent with work reported by Krumholz (1948) who found

that the decrease in the size of broods with increasing generation

interval holds only in the subsequent broods.

Another positive relationship was found between size of female

and generation interval as shown in Table 16. The size of the

correlation would indicate that generation interval is a rather

good indication of body size in female.

Because a fixed-effects model was assigned in the analyses,

the inferences to be made from any evaluation could only be extended

to the four inbred lines included in this study: ORK, ORJ, TXA and

CDC. On the other hand, if the random-effects model was applied,

inferences would be extended to the entire population from which

the lines or individual parents were drawn, that is OR, TX and CD

stocks.
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

A half diallel cross among four inbred lines of mosquitofish

was conducted. Performance measurements consisting of fecundity,

size of female and generation interval were collected on 60 obser-

vations for each trait.

These data were analyzed with differences among crosses being

determined by analysis of variance. The predominant type of gene

action controlling the expression of these traits was evaluated

using (1) heterotic effects as estimated by comparing each line-

cross with the appropriate mid-parent mean, and (2) combining

ability analyses as outlined by Griffing (1956). General and speci-

fic combining ability estimates were used as a method for estimating

the contributions of each parent in the performance of the crosses

where they were involved. In addition, correlation coefficients

among all the traits were obtained to determine the relationship

among the various traits.

The effectiveness of selection for different traits should be

based on evaluations of the type of gene action, parental contribu-

tions and correlations among traits. Results from such evaluations

would indicate if and when selection can be practiced. In this

study, the evaluations of these factors may be summarized as

follows: (1) for generation interval, additive gene action is

predominant (Tables 7 and 8). (2) Size of female tends to be in-

fluenced by additive genetic effects (Tables 6 and 8). (3) Because

of the high heterosis value (Table 5) and the significant SCA
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effects, non-additive gene action was important in the expression

of fecundity. (4) Information on parental contributions to progeny

performances is important. Line 1 was identified as a good com-

biner for fecundity except when crossed with related line 2 or

among themselves. The exceptionally low yield of lx2 substantiates

the hypothesis that there is a considerable genetic homogeneity in

these two inbred lines. Line 1 was also identified as a good com-

biner for smaller size of female at the time of reproduction and

shorter generation interval. The crosses, lx3 and 1x4 were demon-

strated to produce superior performance with respect to higher

fecundity and shorter generation interval, although having smaller

size at the time of reproduction than their parental generation. (5)

Correlation coefficients indicated that fecundity was highly associ-

ated with size of female but was not associated with generation in-

terval. The relationship between body size in female and generation

interval was also important. Thus, larger and older fish had higher

fecundities than smaller and younger fish.
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APPENDIX TABLE 1. Observations of F
1
crosses for fecundity.

Genotypes Replication I Replication II

lx1 3 11 8 4 11 16

1x2 2 5 6 5 7 5

1x3 9 13 7 11 20 11

1x4 21 12 13 8 11 18

2x2 7 10 3 7 19 8

2x3 15 8 4 6 6 11

2x4 13 7 18 5 6 4

3x3 7 9 10 6 10 14

3x4 1 6 10 6 6 10

4x4 11 6 12 4 8 9



APPENDIX TABLE 2. Observations on size of female (mm).

Genotypes Replication I Replication II

lx1 23.0 25.0 27.2 25.4 27.8 30.0

lx2 25.2 27.2 24.8 26.8 25.0 27.0

1x3 23.4 25.0 23.0 27.0 26.2 29.0

1x4 25.4 27.8 27.0 24.4 25.6 28.0

2x2 26.0 29.0 28.0 25.8 28.2 29.6

2x3 25.6 27.0 28.8 25.0 24.0 28.2

2x4 26.0 27.8 31.0 25.2 27.2 29.6

3x3 25.0 27.0 29.0 22.8 25.0 27.6

3x4 25.8 25.0 30.0 20.0 23.0 26.6

4x4 24.2 27.0 29.0 24.0 25.8 27.6



APPENDIX TABLE 3. Observations on generation interval (days).

Genotypes Replication I Replication II

lx1 146 170 192 153 177 200

1x2 175.5 196.5 185.5 208.5 200.5 219.5

lx3 165.5 189.5 158.5 205.5 179 208

lx4 169.5 199.5 222.5 183.5 205.5 229.5

2x2 225 252 225 205 249 247

2x3 220.5 222 243 204 214 261

2x4 190 214 239 202 227 233

3x3 214 235 258 218 239 262

3x4 215 211 264 159 192 243

4x4 201 228 253 181 211 235


